Appendix A
The Pilot Systems

Our involvement in the HMS project began during the Feasibility Study,
with the development of fault diagnosis systems for a steel rod cooling mill
(McFarlane et al, 1998) and an automotive assembly line (the VQ Shuttle).
The model-based diagnostic strategy that was developed for the assembly line
is described in (Jarvis, D. and Jarvis, J., 2003). The underlying models from
that project were used to automatically construct a skeletal holonic control
system (Jarvis, J. and Jarvis, D., 1998). The intent was that this would provide a migration path from PLC to holonic control. However, that approach
was discontinued with the development of Part Oriented Control (Gayed et al,
1998) in Phase 1 of the HMS Project.
Part Oriented Control was the ﬁrst holonic execution system to be developed that utilised existing PLC controller technology and was a key outcome of the HMS Phase 1 project. The technical feasibility of the concept
was demonstrated using an industrial-strength robotic assembly cell located
at the University of Cambridge. It is described in Section 5.1. Part Oriented
Control was evaluated for three pilot systems within the HEO control systems
test bed of Work Package 3 and was implemented for the Huller-Hille Machine
(Jarvis, J. et al, 2003).
The collaboration with the University of Cambridge has had a focus of
manufacturing execution and was conducted outside of the HMS project. It
has resulted in the development of a number of execution systems for the
robotic assembly cell described in Section 5.1 and culminating with those
presented in this book. Also developed was an execution system for an agentbased packing cell. Both systems were located in the Institute for Manufacturing at the University of Cambridge.
Our research has been conducted within three major research projects
1. Model-Based Diagnosis (MBD)
2. HMS WP3 (HMS)
3. Holonic Manufacturing Execution (HME)
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and has involved the following organisations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Holden Vehicle Manufacturing Operations (HVMO)
Holden Engine Operations (HEO)
Commonwealth Scientiﬁc and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)
University of South Australia (UniSA)
University of Cambridge (Cambridge)
Central Queensland University (CQU)
Intendico Pty. Ltd.
Agent Oriented Software Group (AOS)

The following pilot systems were used to develop execution systems:
The individual Pilot Systems are described in Table A.1.

A.1 Model Based Diagnosis
A.1.1 VQ Shuttle
The VQ Shuttle was a low-volume vehicle assembly line. It consisted of three
assembly stations (Stations 10, 20 and 30) linked by a transfer line. It had
a well-deﬁned hierarchical structure, making it ideal for an exploration of
holonic diagnosis. Two types of bodies were assembled on the line (Style A
and Style B). The line was controlled by a single PLC with approximately 700
I/O points. The control logic was similar to that of the larger systems within
the company.
The operations performed at each station were an alternating sequence of
automatic steps (known as stages) and manual steps. Automatic operation at
Table A.1. The Pilot Systems
Project

Pilot System

Partners

Reference

MBD

VQ Shuttle

HMS

Huller-Hille
Machine
Wilson Line

HVMO, CSIRO,
UniSA
HEO, CSIRO,
UniSA
HEO, CSIRO,
UniSA
HEO, CSIRO,
UniSA
Cambridge, CSIRO,
UniSA, AOS
Cambridge, AOS

Jarvis, D. and
Jarvis, J., 2003
Jarvis, J. et al, 2003

HMS
HMS
HME

Sorting
Conveyor
Meter Box Cell

HME

Packing Cell

HME

Meter Box Cell

Intendico, CQU,
UniSA

Jarvis, J. et al, 2003
Jarvis, J. et al, 2003
Jarvis, D. et al, 2001;
Jarvis, J. et al, 2006c
Evertsz et al, 2004;
Fletcher et al, 2003

A.2 HMS WP3
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a station was initiated by an operator (or operators) depressing one or more
sets of palm buttons. Those buttons remained depressed for the duration of
that step. The activities performed during automatic operation typically involved the opening and closing of clamps. On completion of an automatic
step (indicated by a lamp being illuminated on the station control panel),
the operator removed his or her hands from the palm buttons and initiated a
sequence of manual activities. These typically involved the loading of panels
and/or welding. When the assembly operations had been completed at a station, the operator needed to wait until assembly has been completed in the
other stations. At that point, the transfer line was activated (by the operators
at each station simultaneously depressing their palm buttons) and the station
cycle began again with a new body. Note that the number of stages in a cycle
depended on the model that was being built.

A.2 HMS WP3
HEO identiﬁed three pilot systems – the Huller-Hille machine, the Wilson
line and the Engine Sorting Conveyor – as representatives for examining the
feasibility of holonic execution within the HMS WP3 project. In addition, a
fourth system, the meter box assembly cell, described in Section 5.1, was used
for testing purposes.
A.2.1 Huller-Hille Machine
The Huller-Hille machine performed the preliminary machining for crankshafts. It consisted of a transfer line and a machining capability. From a part
perspective a crankshaft was:
1.
2.
3.
4.

transferred into a CNC machining location
rotated at high speed
machined
transferred out of the machining location

The Huller-Hille Machine had 8 stations with the machining operations
occurring at stations 4 and 5. The machine had buﬀers (in the form of a
part conveyor) both at its input and output stations. To decrease latency,
the system was conﬁgured to machine two parts simultaneously. Availability
of a part was sensed on the input queue by a part present limit switch. The
loading device then transferred the part into station 1 of the machine, where
the part was automatically orientated. Stations 2 and 3 formed a two part
input buﬀer within the machine. In station 3 there is a set of 3 proximity
switches. Each proximity switch is used to identify a diﬀerent part type, thus
enabling a check on the part about to enter Station 4 for machining.
Stations 4 and 5 were where the machining operations occurred. There
were two levels to each of these stations. The lower level was at the same
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PLC
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CNC Controller
Position

Voltage
Drive Controller

Speed
Spindle Controller

Fig. A.1. Original control architecture for the Huller-Hille machine

elevation as the other stations in the transfer mechanism. The upper level of
each of these stations was directly above the transfer level station and is where
the part was clamped into the spindle chucks, spun up to speed and machined.
The part was raised from the lower to the upper sections using a two stage
lifting hydraulic. The spindle chucks incorporated clamping mechanisms to
hold the part and a counter weight to balance the rotational mass. The counter
weight compensated for the oﬀ-centre spinning of the part so that vibration
due to rotation is minimal. The remaining stations formed an internal output
buﬀer.
The original control architecture is summarised in Figure A.1. Part transfer
was managed by the PLC; machining was managed predominantly by the CNC
controller in conjunction with the drive and spindle controllers1 . The PLC
controlled the whole process; synchronisation between the PLC and CNC was
realised using shared memory.
A.2.2 Wilson Line
The Wilson line was responsible for the assembly and testing of 1.6 litre, 1.8
litre and 2.0 litre single overhead cam heads. The line was structured as a chain
loop transfer with multiple assembly/test stations, some manual and some
fully automatic. There was also a part repair loop associated with the ﬁnal
stations - faulty parts were transferred to the repair loop and then returned
to the line. In total, there were 33 assembly stations, 2 test stations and 1
repair station. Two PLCs controlled the line - one controlling the assembly
line and one controlling the repair loop.
1

There is some discrete i/o associated with the drives and spindles (such as limit
switches that are controlled by the PLC).
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A.2.3 Sorting Conveyor
Engines produced at HEO were packaged prior to dispatch to domestic and
export customers. However the engines ﬁrst needed to be sorted into batches
containing the same engine model. As the production process was not driven
by the packaging area this function was achieved by the sorting conveyor
system. Engines entered the system at the loading area. An engine was loaded
onto an empty carrier; a switch was then manually set on the carrier to indicate
the engine type. This setting was read at various points in the system. Carriers
circulated continuously in the system, regardless of whether they were holding
an engine – there were approximately 60 carriers in the system. The system
was composed of a closed network of conveyor sections. Each section had a
maximum capacity, which may have been less than the capacity calculated
from its length. Each section had a mechanism for detecting carrier entry;
most had a mechanism for controlling carrier exit.
Sorting was achieved by detecting the presence of a batch quantity in the
conveyor system (5 for domestic, 4 for export) and then assigning those engines
to one of 4 holding queues. The batch was then dispatched from its holding
queue to the appropriate packaging station (domestic or export). There were
in excess of 90 diﬀerent engine models that could be produced. On any given
day, approximately 10–12 of these models were produced with a volume of
around 800 engines per shift. The system was controlled by a single PLC.

A.3 Holonic Manufacturing Execution
A.3.1 Meter Box Cell
The meter box cell was a robotic assembly cell designed to assemble meter boxes. It was located at the Institute for Manufacturing, University of
Cambridge and is described in detail in Section 5.1.
A.3.2 Packing Cell
This cell was located at the Institute for Manufacturing, University of
Cambridge. It is illustrated in Figure A.2, and was comprised of a storage unit to hold items, a Fanuc M6i robot to move items throughout the cell,
a MontrackTM shuttle conveyor to transport batches of raw materials (items)
and the boxes into which items were to be placed around the cell. The plan
view of the system is given in Figure A.3. The cell had three conveyor loops
and independently controlled gates that guided shuttle navigation around the
track. There were also two docking stations where shuttles were held so that
the robot could pick and place items into the boxes that they carried.
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Fig. A.2. The Packing Cell

Fig. A.3. Layout of the Packing Cell

A.3 Holonic Manufacturing Execution
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Some agile/intelligent manufacturing functions that the cell demonstrated
included:
1. Self-management of resources by individual products. This included the
acquisition of trays, shuttles and items.
2. Cooperation between docking stations to dynamically distribute workloads.
3. Using boxes allocated to non-urgent orders for rush orders when no free
boxes were available.
4. Rescheduling arising from the ﬁlling of rush orders.
5. Routing of shuttles to minimize transit times and to give priority to those
associated with rush orders.
6. Dynamic adaptation to docking station failure.
7. Pro-active storage unit organization. During otherwise idle periods, the
robot would reorganise items in the chute so that required items or the
most frequently requested items were at the head of each chute.

Appendix B
GORITE

There are two sides to GORITE: process modelling and belief modelling.
1. Process Modelling is done using a Team Oriented Paradigm, which
means that a system is viewed in terms of the orchestrated behaviour of
goal oriented teams. An application is built by deﬁning the teams, identifying what capabilities they have / goals they can perform, enumerating
the various ways in which goals may be achieved, and specifying the reasoning that is required in order to achieve those goals.
2. Belief Modelling is done using a epistemological paradigm, which means
that data is generally understood as being or representing beliefs; the
beliefs of the teams and performers. The programmer is ﬁrstly concerned
with the forms of beliefs that can be had, and secondly with the questions
of how belief structures are populated and later updated to follow the
developing situation.
The key modeling classes are described below. The intent of the following
sections are twofold:
1. To indicate the scope of the GORITE modelling framework and
2. To provide suﬃcient detail to understand the code that is presented in
Section 5.4
No usage examples are given; the user is referred to (Rönnquist, 2008) for
a fully worked example.

B.1 Process Modeling Classes
Action
The Action class is a utility base class for implementation of task goals that
operate on a common entity. The created action object becomes a factory for
goals that refer back to it, and that end up invoking the action’s execute()
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method as way of achieving the task goal. Generally, an action is a named
deﬁnition of a function performed on data. It would occur in a process model
in terms of a task goal, which is recognised as a usage point of the action,
linking it to particular input and output data. The same action may be used
elsewhere, with other data names. Task goals referring to the same action
object will invoke the same method.
Capability
A Capability is a container of Goals, which are accessible by their names,
and understood to represent alternative ways in which that named goal may be
achieved. It is also typically used as base class for containing belief structures
when required.
Context
This is an interface that in particular is implemented by the Plan class. It
is recognised by the BDI type Goal processing for providing the Query that
deﬁnes alternative invocation contexts for a Goal.
Data, Data.Element
The Data class is a container class for the data elements (of type
Data.Element) that goals use and produce. The underlying modelling concept is that these elements are accessible to all sub-goal executions for a
particular goal performance. In this regard, the elements can be viewed as
providing an evolving situational context for goal execution. Element references are made available to a task goal via two parameters in its execute()
method – one parameter speciﬁes the list of input elements to be used in goal
achievement and another the output elements produced by goal achievement.
Data elements can be multi-valued – in parallel execution (such as Repeat
goals) diﬀerent values for the same data element can then be bound to each
branch. Individual performers are free to maintain their own private data or
beliefs, using whatever representation is most appropriate. GORITE provides
support for a relational belief model that can be used for belief management.
Executor
This is a special class, which implements an inﬁnite loop for running the
Performer.TodoGroups of a collection of Performers.

B.1 Process Modeling Classes
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Goal, Goal.Types, Goal.States
The Goal class is used for modelling the decomposition of a goal as an abstraction of sub goals. Goals are performed by means of performing their sub
goals in certain ways, with the exceptions of task goals, which are leaf nodes in
goal hierarchies. The types of goals, enumerated by Goal.Types, are listed in
Table B.1.
Goal.States is an enum for the values that the Goal execution method
may return, apart from a thrown Goal.LoopEndException. Its values are
listed in Table B.2.
Performer
The Performer class is intended to be base class for team member implementations. Conceptually it is considered the agent for goal executions, and it
contains the belief structures, if any, that agent reasoning may refer to. The
class extends Capability by including Performer.TodoGroup objects, and a
method performGoal() for performing goals synchronously.
Performer.TodoGroup
Performer.TodoGroup is a representation class keeping goal executions according to their registered groups. To this end, a goal has an optional group
attribute that names which todo group the goal belongs to. The todo group is
seen as a stack of goal executions, where by default new executions are added
to the end (ﬁrst in, ﬁrst out), and only the ﬁrst execution of the stack is progressed. When the ﬁrst execution terminates (PASSED, FAILED or CANCEL)
it gets removed from the stack, allowing another execution to be progressed.
When executions are added to or removed from the todo group, a user provided meta-goal can be invoked in order to review the current stack, and
possibly promote any pending execution to be the one to progress next.
Plan
This is a representation class for goals that implement Context and
Precedence. Plan objects typically occur only as top level objects of goal
hierarchies.
Precedence
This is an interface that is implemented by the Plan class. It is recognised by
the BDI type goal processing as providing a weight for its associated goal hierarchy. Higher precedence goal hierarchies are attempted before lower precedence goal hierarchies. Goals without explicit precedence weight get a default
value of Goal.DEFAULT PRECEDENCE, which is 5.
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Table B.1. Goal types

Value

Description

Sequence

A sequence goal is achieved by achieving its sub goals in order. The
goal fails when any sub goal fails.
A condition goal is achieved by achieving any of its sub goals, which
are attempted in sequence. The goal fails only if all sub goals have
been attempted and have failed.
A fail goal is achieved by means of failing any of its sub goals, which
are attempted in sequence. The goal fails when and if all sub goals
have been attempted and succeeded. In particular, a fail goal without
sub goals always fails immediately, and is a way to induce failure.
Failure may also be induced by tasks, which can succeed or fail.
A parallel goal is achieved by achieving all its sub goals in parallel.
The goal fails if any of its sub goals have failed fail, once all sub goals
have terminated.
A repeat goal is achieved in the same way as a sequence goal, but
by instantiating it over a multi-valued data element, so that each instantiation gets a separate data context focusing on one of the values
for that data element. The instantiations are processed as parallel
branches, and the repeat goal succeeds when all branches have succeeded. If a branch fails, then the repeat goal fails, and all other
branches are cancelled.
A loop goal is achieved by repeating its sub goals as a sequence goal
again and again until somewhere in a sub goal hierarchy an end goal
breaks the loop. The loop goal fails immediately if a sub goal fails,
and it succeeds when an inner end goal breaks the loop.
An end goal has loop control semantics in addition to normal success
and failure. If all its sub goals succeed when attempted one by one in
sequence, like a sequence goal, then the end goal breaks an enclosing
loop goal. Otherwise, when a sub goal fails, then the end goal succeeds
without breaking the loop. An end goal never fails.
A control goal has a control semantics similar to an end goal, but
for parallel goal executions. Its sub goals are performed in sequence,
and if all succeed, then the control goal causes the enclosing parallel
execution to cancel all branches and succeed. The parallel executions
include the parallel goal, the repeat goal and the implicit parallel
branches of a multi-ﬁlled role.
A task goal is achieved by invoking its execute() method, which is
Java code that returns a value of type Goal.States.
A BDI goal is a task goal that is achieved by ﬁnding and performing
a goal hierarchy as named by the BDI goal. The BDI goal expects a
Data.Element object to provide the Capability in which to ﬁnd one
or more goal hierarchies of the given name, and these are performed
one by one until one succeeds. The control attribute of the BDI goal
is used for naming the data element concerned, which would be either
be an allocated performer or the name of a role.

Condition

Fail

Parallel

Repeat

Loop

End

Control

Task
BDI

B.2 Belief Modelling Classes
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Table B.2. Goal states
Value

Description

PASSED
FAILED
STOPPED
BLOCKED

Goal
Goal
Goal
Goal

execution
execution
execution
execution

terminated successfully.
terminated in failure.
seemingly was interrupted, and is pending.
seemingly was suspended, and is pending.

Team
Team is a base class for team classes. The class extends Performer, and thereby
Capability, by being a container of Performer objects and providing notions
(Team.Role and Team.TaskTeam) for deﬁning orchestrated operations for its
performers.
Team.Role
The Role class is a base class for representing team members in a team.
Role extends Capability, so as to hold Goal methods that are tied to the
role within the context of a team. It further contains an attribute required,
which indicate goals that are required by a Performer of the role.
Team.TaskTeam
Team.TaskTeam is a representation class for deﬁning the set of roles required to
achieve a coordination goal. A TaskTeam object is conﬁgured with Role objects
that deﬁne the positions involved. It is then populated with Performer objects
according to how they ﬁll the roles in the task team. Thereafter coordination
goals deploy the task team by establishing the role ﬁlling within their Data
objects.

B.2 Belief Modelling Classes
And
This is a representation class for a conjunctive form of Query objects. It makes
a Query object that provides a left-to-right short-cut conjunctive evaluation
of its member Query objects.
Condition
This is a base class for deﬁning a query that involves a boolean computation.
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Distinct
This is a representation class of a query to recognise distinction in the values
of two or more Ref objects, i.e., they must all have diﬀerent values.
Or
This is a representation class for a disjunctive form of Query objects. It makes
a Query object that provides a left-to-right short-cut disjunctive evaluation
of its member Query objects.
Query
This is an interface for belief query processing separately from the belief
sources. A Query object is seen as providing a series of value combinations
for its collection of Ref objects, namely successive combinations for which the
query is true. The Query interface includes support for establishing observers
on belief sources, to allow the set up of processing a query on demand, and it
includes support for belief update via the query.
QueryBase
This is a utility class for simplifying the implementation of the Query interface
as an inline class or a separate class, by providing default implementations.
Ref
This is a representation class for carrying the values obtained by query
processing.
Relation
This is a representation class for relational belief modelling. A Relation is
created for a given set of columns, by indicating the types of the values in
the columns. It is then set up with key constraints as needed, where a key
constraint indicates a sub set of columns such that all rows stored must diﬀer
in those columns. As a row is added, all existing rows that are the same
according to some key gets removed. The Relation.get method returns a
Query for obtaining the matching rows of a given combination of inputs.
Snapshot
This is a representation class for a query that takes snap shots of a given
query, and only tells about new results since the prior snap shot. A Snapshot
object tracks a given query by collecting the valid combinations of Ref object
values, and remembering these combinations when it is reset.
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When
This is a representation class for a query that suspends the calling thread
instead of failing. A When object is given a query to monitor, and will resume
the calling thread when there are new results from the monitored query.
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AGV
API
BBS
BDI
C2
CNC
dMARS
FSM
FIPA
GOMS
GORITE
HCBA
HCI
HMS
IDE
IMS
JACOB
JADE
JACK
JACK Teams
JAL
JACK Sim
JVM
OODA
PLC
POC
PROSA
PRS
RFID

Automated Guided Vehicle
Application Programming Interface
BlackBoard System
Belief, Desire, Intention
Command and Control
Computer Numerical Control
distributed Multi-Agent Reasoning System
Finite State Machine
Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents
Goals, Operators, Methods, Selections
Goals, Roles, Intentions and TEams
Holonic Component Based Architecture
Human Computer Interaction
Holonic Manufacturing Systems
Integrated Development Environment
Intelligent Manufacturing Systems
TM
Object Modeller
JACOB
Java Agent Development Framework
TM
Intelligent Agents
JACK
TM
JACK
Teams
TM
Agent Language
JACK
TM
JACK
Sim
Java Virtual Machine
Observe Orient Decide Act
Programmable Logic Controller
Part Oriented Control
Product Resource Order Staﬀ Agents
Procedural Reasoning System
Radio Frequency Identiﬁcation
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SME
TOP
UDP
UAV

Glossary

Subject Matter Expert
Team Oriented Programming
User Datagram Protocol
Unmanned Air Vehicle

